Global Citizenship

A global citizen recognises that they are part of a worldwide community of people that share one identity.

Awareness - each person has an impact on the planet that can affect the global community.

Our Projects:

**Plant a Tree, Fund a Dream**
Plant trees and educate young people!

**Plastic Neutral**
Every European consumes 53kg of plastic per year.
That's the same weight as 13 domestic cats!
Donate £35 and become plastic neutral for the year.

**Grassroots Community Projects**
Support charities and small projects in need!

The Fair Earth Foundation CIO is a UK Registered Charity (Number 1172989)
www.fairearthfoundation.org
Global Citizenship

What do Global Citizens do?

- Grow
- Clean
- Appreciate
- Participate
- Recycle
- Have Their Say
- Decide
- Protect
- Collaborate